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Important 

 Gloucestershire County Council’s Internal Audit function conforms to the 

International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing. 

 

 The information contained within this audit report is confidential and personal data herein 

is subject to data protection legislation. 

 

This report has been prepared solely for the use of Gloucestershire County Council’s auditors 

and those officers and Members named on the distribution list.  Its contents, either in part or in 

its entirety, must not be reproduced or distributed to anyone other than its intended recipients 

without the written permission of the Council’s Chief Internal Auditor. 

Gloucestershire County Council accepts no liability to any third party for any loss or expense 

arising from their reliance on any part of this report.

To:   

 

 

Jon McGinty – Commissioning Director 

Wayne Bowcock – Chief Fire Officer 

Paul Blacker – Acting Director of Financial Services 

 Clive Webber – Head of Technical Services 
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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

 

On 15th June 2018 a letter of complaint was sent by email to the Leader of the Council. There 

were three strands to the complaint, one concerned the sale of a Gloucestershire Fire and 

Rescue Service (GFRS) owned vehicle and the former Chief Fire Officer’s (CFO) involvement in 

the process. The other two concerns were regarding staffing issues.  It was agreed that Internal 

Audit (IA) would investigate the sale of the vehicle and Human Resources (HR) would review 

the remaining two concerns, which are included within the management review of culture. 

Shortly after commencing the investigation, numerous whistleblowing allegations and Freedom 

of Information requests in respect of other concerns relating to GFRS governance 

arrangements, procedures, systems and processes were received. As a result, following IA 

review, research, analysis and interviews with key stakeholders including relevant GFRS 

Officers, IA co-ordinated the findings and made a number of GFRS-specific and council-

wide/cross-cutting recommendations to undertake detailed reviews/audits within each area to 

determine the level of risk. These reviews/audits were outlined in the Action Plan presented to 

the Audit and Governance Committee on 12th October 2018. Progress updates against each 

review/audit included within the Action Plan will be provided to the Audit and Governance 

Committee. 

GFRS own a diverse and in many cases specialist fleet of vehicles necessary for use in 

demanding and complex incidents. The GFRS fleet is composed of 114 vehicles (emergency 

and non-emergency). The overall annual fleet maintenance budget for 2018/19 is circa 

£830,000 which includes staffing, maintenance and parts costs. 

 

Audit Scope  

 

This audit examined the adequacy of the systems and processes in place within the GFRS fleet 

workshop and fleet stores to ensure that, where appropriate, the requirements of the County 

Council’s Contract Standing Orders, Accounting Instructions, Financial Regulations and relevant 

service policies/standards had been complied with. 
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Key Findings 

 

Ordering and receipt of goods 

GFRS Corporate governance framework for 2016 highlights that “All GFRS employees must 

follow GCC Financial Regulations, Standing Orders, the Council’s Purchasing Guide, Contract 

Guidance Manual (when appropriate) and Accounting Instructions whenever any goods or 

services are purchased.” This is contrary to what was found to be the case within fleet 

management and administration as staff were unaware of Gloucestershire County Council’s 

(GCC) financial guidance, regulations or the expectation that these must be complied with for all 

purchasing.  

It was subsequently identified that fleet management staff were unaware of GCC Accounting 

Instruction (AI) No.1, Ordering, Receiving and Payment of Goods and Services, although, as 

best practice, had maintained separations of duty and used only SAP purchase orders for 

vehicle parts purchasing.  

Please refer to Recommendation 1  

A wide variety of vehicle parts are purchased from a number of specialist and non-specialist 

suppliers from across the country. Vehicle parts are ordered either as maintained stocks that 

are being replenished or as specific parts for immediate fitment to a vehicle. A clear separation 

of duty (i.e. where no one person has the sole responsibility for a financial transaction) exists 

between the mechanics, workshop supervisors, workshop management and administration 

staff, all of whom have a specific role within the ordering process for vehicle parts. The system 

of annual purchase orders (limit carts) and ad-hoc purchase orders where required ensures that 

vehicle parts purchases are through the SAP system, GCC’s financial system. Payments to 

suppliers are made through a three way match at GCC’s Business Service Centre (BSC) 

between purchase order, goods receipt and invoice.  

IA identified that AI No.1 was dated July 2013 and it was subsequently found that the tendering 

thresholds within this document had been out of date since 2014. GCC Commercial Services 

confirmed that the correct tendering thresholds were within the GCC Constitution – Part 4 

Contract Standing Orders that was amended in 2014.   

Please refer to Recommendation 2 

In accordance with GCC’s Contract Standing Orders a single written quote is required from a 

supplier that will supply goods/services to GFRS fleet under the £15,000 threshold. It was 

identified that this was not the case for the 27 annual orders which were below the £15,000 limit 

within cost centre 401206 (Fleet) during the 2017/2018 financial year.  Three further annual 

orders were also identified that were in excess of the £15,000 threshold and therefore required 

three quotes to be obtained via GCC’s e-procurement system.  
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One of these purchase orders, for the supply of tyres over the £15,000 threshold, had been 

subject to a three quote process however this was outside of GCC’s e-procurement system and 

was conducted solely by the Fleet Manager. The remaining two purchase orders were in 

respect of fuel purchased using fuel cards and bulk fuel purchases. Discussions with GCC 

Commercial Services confirmed that the appropriate GCC procurement processes had been 

followed in these instances.  

Please refer to Recommendation 3 

A sample of 23 vehicle parts invoices was selected from 2017/18 (2% of the total invoice 

population of 1,231), covering nine different suppliers to provide assurance that these parts 

purchased could be traced to either a job sheet / GFRS vehicle and / or placed into stock.  Of 

the sample selected, four invoices were identified where the parts had not been recorded on the 

Tranman system (GFRS Fleet management system) but had been added to a separate 

monitoring spreadsheet used by GFRS to monitor purchases throughout the year. The 

reasoning given for this by the workshop supervisor was a combination of staff shortages and 

holidays. The four invoices related to tyres fitted externally by a supplier off-site, independently 

of workshop staff. However, it is advised that all parts, irrespective of whom and where 

provided, should be recorded on Tranman to ensure that the vehicle history record is 

maintained and all parts ordered can be accounted for. The remainder of the sample tested 

provided the relevant assurances that the parts could be accounted for via the Tranman system, 

either showing the parts recorded against a vehicle or stock and the parts being recorded on the 

monitoring spreadsheet. It was found that efficient filing of invoices by fleet administration 

allowed for easy access of records for audit testing purposes.  

Please refer to Recommendation 4 

Income including Credit Notes 

Credit notes received by GFRS fleet in relation to returned vehicle parts are submitted to GCC’s 

BSC Payments team for processing through the SAP system. Based on current use of the 

Tranman system it is not possible to identify returned vehicle parts and wider improvements to 

stock check controls are required. 

From the sample of 23 purchases reviewed it was established there were no instances where 

items had been returned with a credit note outstanding. Assurance is gained from this and from 

review of SAP, confirming that credit notes are being applied to the 401206 Fleet cost centre on 

a regular basis.  

From discussion with GFRS finance, fleet management, and fleet maintenance staff it was 

verbally established that no commercial activity or third party income generation was taking 

place within the workshop facility. There was also no evidence of unidentified income against 

cost centre 401206 (Fleet) to indicate any commercial activity.   
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Stock Management 

The stock control system currently used by GFRS is an integrated part of the Tranman system 

that records current stock levels, either through manually adding and removing parts or 

automatically amending stock levels in conjunction with job sheet submissions that correct stock 

files simultaneously.  

Workshop supervisors are responsible for arranging the annual stock checks.  IA was advised 

that a stock check was undertaken in June 2018 however, there was no evidence available to 

show who undertook the stock check or how it was undertaken. Staff turnover and changes of 

management were given as reasoning for this lack of evidence.  

Please refer to Recommendations 5, 6, and 7 

It was identified that there had only been one write-off since the July 2018 stock check. The 

Fleet Manager had authorised this write-off to be completed by a workshop supervisor, giving 

instruction on the disposal process ensuring the item were to be rendered unusable prior to 

disposal and where to dispose of the item. AI No.5 (Disposal of Assets) had been considered at 

the time of the write off and carried out in line with guidance.  

Fleet Workshop and Maintenance 

A sample of 15 vehicles from the 113 owned by GFRS was selected (13%) covering a range of 

different vehicles to provide assurance that they had been appropriately maintained. Of this 

sample, eight vehicles were identified as requiring an MOT. Records confirmed MOT’s had 

taken place and matched the information entered onto Tranman.  

One vehicle was identified as being MOT exempt due to being under three years old. Six of the 

vehicles were fire appliances, which are not subject to MOT’s, however they are required to 

undergo regular safety inspections as prescribed by the Vehicle and Driver Standards Agency 

(DVSA) i.e. 13 week intervals.   

Tranman records and physical evidence was seen to confirm that five of the sampled fire 

appliances had been kept to the required schedule with the exception of VO03 KNK. This 

vehicle had not been kept to the required safety inspections schedule over the past four years.  

The last documented evidence of a safety inspection being undertaken was on the 31st January 

2018, the inspections prior to this were 31st October 2016 and 25th February 2014.  

It was also established that VO03 KNK had been reassigned to Gloucestershire Airport. 

However, from discussions with the previous Technical Services Manager and Group Managers 

it could not be determined, as no documented evidence was available to support what the exact 

arrangement with Gloucestershire Airport was, or who had initiated/authorised this arrangement.  

IA was advised by the Technical Services Manager that the arrangement was in connection to 

the creation of a proposed Hot Fire Training Centre between GFRS and Gloucestershire Airport.   
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It is understood that GFRS remained the property owner i.e. there were no changes made to the 

V5 document of ownership, although the vehicle was taken off GCC’s insurance schedule at this 

point of reassignment.  This vehicle has subsequently been returned to GFRS workshop and 

reinsured by GCC as the hot fire training facility project is currently on hold and under review.  

Please refer to Recommendation 8 

Prior to the move to Gloucestershire Airport, a historical gap in safety inspections covering the 

period February 2014 and October 2016 in respect of fire appliance VO03 KNK was discovered. 

Through IA examination of the radio traffic it could be confirmed that the vehicle was used for 16 

emergency responses between March 2016 and October 2016. However no evidence could be 

located through Tranman or physical job sheets to prove safety inspections had been 

undertaken during this time period. The current workshop supervisor was also unable to clarify 

the inspection dates as this was prior to him taking up his current post. 

The safety inspection histories of a further 20 (36% of fire appliances operated during the period 

2017/2018) were examined to ascertain whether VO03 KNK was an isolated case of non-

compliance. Of this sample, 18 appliances (90%) were found to have not met the required 

safety inspection schedule as required by the DVSA to ensure roadworthiness is maintained. Of 

these 18, the workshop supervisor advised IA that a small number of these may have been off 

the road for periods of time due to changes in deployment, accident repair and awaiting parts for 

general repairs. The actual number could not be confirmed nor did it account for all 18 vehicles 

that were non-compliant with safety inspection regulations. Tranman is not updated with 

instances where vehicles are off the road for extended periods of time to keep a record of 

missed safety inspection intervals as required by DVSA regulations.  

This historical non compliance against DVSA regulations had been identified by Fleet in early 

2018 and resulted in the creation of a separate maintenance scheduler (excel spreadsheet), 

which was developed outside of the Tranman system, that plans GFRS vehicles in for services 

and inspections to maintain roadworthiness and comply with DVSA regulations. Please see 

section below on the use of the Tranman system. At the time of this audit, evidence was seen to 

confirm that GFRS vehicles requiring safety inspections to ensure roadworthiness of the fire 

appliances had been completed at the appropriate points in time.  

Please refer to Recommendations 9 and 10 

Comparing the GFRS fleet list and GCC list of insured vehicles identified that four vehicles were 

omitted from the vehicle maintenance schedule. Of these four identified, two had satisfactory 

explanations for this which are as follows: 

 Vehicle SORN (statutory off road notice) awaiting scrappage as beyond economic repair 
so removed from maintenance schedule; and 

 Vehicle was newly acquired by GFRS and not yet released from workshop to active 
service so not yet added to scheduler.  
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Of the two remaining vehicles, one was transferred to GFRS in March 2018 and at the time of 

the audit had still not been added to the current maintenance scheduler. The other, a fire 

appliance, (VO03 KNK) as noted above had been transferred to Gloucestershire Airport.  

Please refer to Recommendation 11 

15 vehicles (13%) were sampled to ascertain if insurance and tax were correctly held for GFRS 

vehicles. 14 of the sampled vehicles had the necessary tax applied to the vehicle and the 

remaining one vehicle was SORN. The SORN vehicle related to VX57 PKD which due to engine 

damage was considered to be beyond economic repair and was awaiting scrappage. All of the 

vehicles in this sample, with the exception of VX57 PKD, had current vehicle insurance 

arranged by GCC. 

It was established by IA that fleet do not maintain a record of vehicles currently covered by 

manufacturer warranty. A spot check of Tranman records for four vehicles acquired within the 

last two years, found there was no evidence of work being undertaken by the workshop that was 

covered by warranty and therefore was appropriately returned to the dealer for the work to be 

carried out. There was evidence that fleet had recognised that, where warranties were due to 

expire arrangements were made to ensure that full safety inspections of the vehicles had been 

undertaken and where faults were identified the vehicles were returned to the manufacturer to 

rectify faults under remaining warranty.  

Please refer to Recommendation 12 

Fleet Management System (Tranman) 

All GFRS mechanics use job sheets and weekly timesheets to ensure accountability for their 

hours spent and workshop activities undertaken. Job allocation is based upon availability due to 

all mechanics being equally qualified and accountable for their time. Mechanics record time 

spent and parts used on job sheets and submit these for scrutiny by workshop supervisors. 

Workshop supervisors monitor time recorded against industry standards for specific jobs as well 

as ensuring that parts used for a job are relevant to the work undertaken. Discrepancies are 

discussed with the relevant member of staff for further clarification on parts used or time taken 

prior to input on Tranman, and escalated through the line management if required.  

Work undertaken by the workshop is split into two distinct categories, scheduled and 

unscheduled maintenance. Scheduled maintenance refers to the known/planned tasks such as 

the regular servicing of the fleet vehicles to ensure compliance with DVSA regulations. 

Unscheduled maintenance relates to vehicle defects which are highlighted to fleet maintenance 

by fire service staff on station and require the attention of a mechanic to rectify.  This 

information is currently collated outside of Tranman via an excel spreadsheet called a 

maintenance scheduler. 

Fleet management use Tranman to record job sheets, vehicle job history, stock management 

and maintaining the tax records of vehicles to identify when tax is due.  
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There is no performance management reporting from Tranman of mechanics time or any other 

reports generated that could be used by Fleet Management. The workshop supervisor 

acknowledged that understanding of the Tranman system was limited and no formal training 

had been provided to users of the Tranman system.  

Please refer to Recommendation 13 

At the time of the audit it was identified that a total of six members of the fleet maintenance 

team had systems access to Tranman, with system access that grant permission to open job 

sheets and amend stock levels. It was discovered that two maintenance staff (mechanics) had 

incorrect access levels therefore impeding on the perceived separations of duty.  

Tranman access is password protected with individual unique logins. Recorded job sheets on 

Tranman are locked once submitted so cannot be retrospectively amended, to help preserve the 

integrity of the information held on the system. 

Please refer to Recommendation 14 

Conclusion 

Within GFRS fleet there are sufficient separations of duty in regard to purchasing with a number 

of individuals identified within fleet involved during the process to reduce risks of fraudulent 

activity. However, non compliance with GCC Financial Regulations and Accounting Instructions 

was identified as fleet staff were unaware of GCC guidelines and regulations that govern 

procurement. Business continuity arrangements were also highlighted as having broken down 

during a period of sickness and holidays causing Tranman updates to not be completed, 

impacting on the accuracy of records held on GFRS fleet. 

Through examination of the cost centre 401206 and discussions with fleet staff no commercial 

activity / third party income generation was identified within GFRS fleet.  

A sample of purchased vehicle parts was tested through from payment to stores and or the part 

fitted to vehicle. The sample tested did not identify any issues with this process.  

Whilst it was verbally assured that a stock check had been undertaken in July 2018, no 

evidence was provided to IA to substantiate this. In addition, IA clarified that stock checks were 

not being completed annually prior to June 2018. This contravenes GCC Accounting Instruction 

No.4 – Inventories, which sets out that a mandatory stock check should be completed annually. 

Separation of duties in regard to this stock check were also identified as a weakness as the 

workshop supervisor who helped undertake the June 2018 stock check was also responsible for 

maintaining the stock files held on Tranman. Due to the nature and value of the fleet stock i.e. 

attractive, desirable and portable items, it is essential that robust stock control systems are 

implemented.  
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In 2017 GFRS fleet identified that there was an element of non compliance with DVSA 

regulations on safety inspection intervals for appliances. To put into context out of the 20 

vehicles tested, 18 had safety inspection gaps ranging from 20 weeks to 52 weeks. To rectify 

the issue, a maintenance scheduler (excel spreadsheet) was created and introduced to ensure 

that vehicles were maintained to the correct standard. However, a review of the scheduler by IA 

identified three vehicles not on the scheduler (one newly procured fire service hydrant van, a 

trading standards van and the vehicle that had been in use at Gloucester Airport). Not keeping 

the scheduler updated with newly procured vehicles could cause further reoccurrences of the 

non compliance with DVSA regulations. This could include fixed penalty notices on GFRS, 

penalty points on driver’s license, prohibition of further use of the vehicle and the potential for 

the Operator license to be revoked by the Traffic Commissioner.  

Whilst fleet management have taken positive action in developing the maintenance scheduler, 

IA advises that the Tranman fleet management system is configured to ensure that all vehicle 

data is held within one fleet management system, reducing the potential loss / corruption of 

important vehicle data / information which informs fleet activity. 

IA identified a fire appliance (VO03 KNK) that had not been maintained in accordance with the 

DVSA regulations during the period 2014 to 2018. The last evidenced safety inspection was 

undertaken on the 31st January 2018, the inspections prior to this were 31st October 2016 and 

25th February 2014.  

IA was further advised that this vehicle had subsequently been redeployed on loan to 

Gloucestershire Airport to assist as a training vehicle in creating a Hot Fire Training Centre 

although no supporting documentation around the decision making process could be provided. 

Again, the safety inspections on this vehicle were not undertaken and the vehicle was removed 

from GCC’s insurance schedule, although the ownership remained with GFRS. This project has 

since halted pending further discussion between GFRS and Gloucestershire Airport and the 

vehicle returned to GFRS and reinsured by GCC. The above posed a significant liability risk to 

GFRS. If GFRS vehicles are to be provided to parties outside of the service a full risk 

assessment should be undertaken and risk mitigation plans put in place prior to its deployment.  

GFRS vehicles covered by warranty need to be formalised within fleet to ensure warranties are 

used when applicable, and mechanics are aware of vehicles covered by warranty so as not to 

invalidate them by carrying out uncertified repairs and place extra cost to GFRS. Fleet 

recognised that when a vehicle was due to come to the end of the warranty period, a full check 

of the vehicle would be completed with the vehicle returned to the manufacturer for the faults to 

be rectified under warranty, however this is currently an informal practice.   

To date no formal training on Tranman has been provided to GFRS staff and as a result the 

system is not being used to its full potential. There are no staff / service performance 

management KPIs or performance reports produced which subsequently means no formal 

performance monitoring is undertaken.  
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In addition it was found that workshop staff had been set up on the system with the incorrect 

access levels i.e. providing full systems access and therefore potentially compromising audit 

trails through the potential to change / amend / delete records. Access levels to Tranman should 

now be reviewed and amended where necessary to ensure that staff hold the appropriate level 

of access for their role.   
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Audit Opinions on Risk Management and Control 

The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards require Internal Audit to provide an independent 

opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the risk identification processes which 

management has put in place within the area under review, and a sound framework of controls 

is in place to sufficiently mitigate those risks. This opinion feeds into the Chief Internal Auditor’s 

annual opinion on the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s governance, risk 

management and control environment, which supports the Annual Governance Statement.  

Each report will provide a statement on the levels of assurance that can be given within these 

two areas, evaluated by applying the following criteria:   

 

Assurance 
Levels 

Risk Identification Maturity Control Environment 

Substantial Risk Managed 

Service area fully aware of the risks relating to the area 

under review and the impact that these may have on service 

delivery, other services, finance, reputation, legal, the 

environment, client/customer/partners, and staff. All key risks 

are accurately reported and monitored in line with the 

Corporate Risk Management Strategy. 

 System Adequacy – Robust 

framework of controls ensures 

that there is a high likelihood 

of objectives being achieved 

 Control Application – Controls 

are applied continuously or 

with minor lapses 

Satisfactory Risk Aware 

Service area have an awareness of the risks relating to the 

area under review and the impact that these may have on 

service delivery, other services, finance, reputation, legal, 

the environment, client/customer/partners, and staff, 

however some key risks are not being accurately reported 

and monitored in line with the Corporate Risk Management 

Strategy. 

 System Adequacy – Sufficient 

framework of key controls for 

objectives to be achieved but, 

control framework could be 

stronger 

 Control Application – Controls 

are applied but with some 

lapses 

Limited Risk Naïve  

Due to an absence of accurate and regular reporting and 

monitoring of the key risks in line with the Corporate Risk 

Management Strategy, the Service area has not 

demonstrated an adequate awareness of the risks relating to 

the area under review and the impact that these may have 

on service delivery, other services, finance, reputation, legal, 

the environment, client/customer/partners and staff.   

 System Adequacy – Risk of 

objectives not being achieved 

due to the absence of key 

internal controls 

 Control Application – 

Significant breakdown in the 

application of control 

 

Taking account of the issues identified in this audit, in our opinion, Satisfactory assurance can 

be provided that the risk identification arrangements operating within the area reviewed are 

operating as intended.  Limited assurance can be provided that these risks which are 

considered to be material to the achievement of the services objectives for this area under 

review are adequately managed and controlled. 
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 Appendix A – Action Plan and Management Response 

This section contains the findings for each audit objective 

along with any recommendations made by Internal Audit to 

strengthen the control environment. The recommendations 

are categorised as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority Description 

High Critical/Major risk exposure which materially impact on the assets, 
reputation, service delivery and objectives of the organisation.  

Medium Moderate risk exposure that impacts on the assets, reputation, 
service delivery and objectives of the organisation. 
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Objective 1: Ordering and receipt of goods (revenue only) including tyres, vehicle spares and parts.  

To ensure that all purchases are made in accordance with Contract Standing Orders, Accounting Instructions 

and Financial Regulations. 

Finding 

  
A clear separation of duty exists between the mechanics, workshop supervisors, workshop management and administration, all of whom have 
a specific role within the ordering process for vehicle parts. The system of annual purchase orders (limit carts) and ad-hoc purchase orders 
where required means that all vehicle part purchases go through the SAP system, GCC’s financial system. Payments to suppliers are made 
through a three way match at GCC Business Service Centre (BSC) between purchase order, goods receipt and invoice. It was identified that 
fleet management were unaware of GCC’s Accounting Instruction No.1 which sets out the required ordering, receiving and payment 
arrangements, but as best practice maintained separations of duty and used only purchase orders for vehicle parts purchasing. 
 

 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

1 (H) Relevant GCC Financial Guidance, including 
Contract Standing Orders, Financial 
Regulations and Accounting Instructions 
should be brought to the attention of Fleet 
management and any other staff within Fleet 
that are involved in procurement.  
 

Unethical behaviour could allow an 
employee/group of employees to benefit 
from weaknesses in the procurement 
process, e.g. vehicle parts ordered may 
not be logged into stores/assigned to a 
vehicle and taken for personal gain. 
 
Non-compliance with GCC’s Financial 
Accounting Instruction 1 in relation to 
ordering, receipt and payment of goods. 
 
Lack of separation of duties in relation to 
procurement of goods for fleet 
maintenance and stores. 
 
Inappropriate payments made to 
suppliers. 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policies, procedures and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Finance Liaison and 
Compliance Officer 

30th April 2019 
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Finding 
 
Accounting instruction No.1 was found to be dated July 2013 and not in line with GCC’s Constitution thresholds for tendering and contract 
standing orders. The thresholds had been increased and the processes changed significantly in regard to the requirement to ensure written 
quotes are obtained and GCC’s e-procurement system is used for all purchasing over £15,000.      

 

Finding 

GFRS vehicle parts purchasing had not been conducted in line with GCC’s Contract Standing Orders that require orders below £15,000 to be 
awarded once a single written quote has been received from relevant supplier. One purchase order was also identified to be above the 
£15,000 threshold and was not procured via GCC’s e-procurement system as the Constitution requires, with three quotes to be obtained 
before awarding a contract.   
 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

3 (H) GFRS Fleet should ensure all purchasing is in 
accordance with GCC’s Contract Standing 
Orders with tendering undertaken and quotes 
received as required. 
 
In addition, ensuring GCC’s e-procurement 
system is utilised in accordance with 
requirements.   

Non-compliance with GCC Constitution 
when purchasing goods or services. 
 
Tendering exercises not undertaken 
which could lead to poor value for money, 
supplier challenge and increased cost to 
GFRS. 
 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policies, procedures and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Head of Technical 
Services 

30th April 2019 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

2 (H) Accounting Instruction No.1 should be 
updated to reflect the GCCs Constitution – 
Part 4 Contract Standing Orders relating to 
tendering goods and services.  
 
Once updated all GFRS staff who have 
responsibility for ordering goods and services 
should be made aware of the requirements. 
 

Outdated accounting instruction impacts 
on non-compliance with GCC’s Contract 
Standing Orders when tendering for 
goods or services. 
 
Tendering exercises not undertaken 
correctly which could lead to poor value 
for money, supplier challenge and 
increased cost to GFRS. 

Accounting Instruction number 1 is currently 

being updated. Once uploaded onto Staffnet, 

communication will be issued to GFRS staff. 

 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Corporate Finance 
Manager – Strategic 
Finance 

31st March 2019 
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No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

 Potential Bribery and Corruption. 
 
Reputational damage caused by non 
compliance with Local Government 
Transparency Code. 
 
Risk of common law claims arising from 
competitors not being given opportunity to 
tender quotes. 

 

 

Finding 

A sample of 23 vehicle parts invoices was selected from 2017/18 (2% of the total invoice population of 1,231) covering nine different suppliers 

to provide assurance that these parts purchased could be traced to either a job sheet / GFRS vehicle and / or placed into stock. Four invoices 

were identified where the parts had not been recorded on the Tranman system (GFRS Fleet management system) but had been added to a 

separate monitoring spreadsheet used by GFRS to monitor purchases throughout the year. The four invoices related to tyres fitted externally 

by a supplier off-site, independently of workshop staff. However, it is advised that all parts, irrespective of whom and where provided, should 

be recorded on Tranman to ensure that the vehicle history record is maintained and all parts ordered can be accounted for.  

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

4 (M) Business continuity arrangements should be 

put in place within fleet to ensure business 

processes (specifically Tranman updates) will 

still be completed in the event of staff 

absences. Accounting Instruction No.4 - 

Inventories should be followed i.e. whenever 

new items are received and identified they 

must be entered on the inventory immediately. 

 
 

Non-compliance with Accounting 
Instruction No.4 – Inventories.  
 
Loss or theft of vehicle parts.  
 
Staff absence could lead to a breakdown 
in business processes causing a 
detrimental impact on the ability of fleet to 
meet the demands of maintaining the 
GFRS fleet. 
  
Potential Health and Safety Impacts. 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

ACFO 
 

31st July 2019 
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Objective 2: Income including credit notes. 

To ensure that all appropriate income has been received in respect of credit notes and if relevant, any 

commercial activity. 

Finding  
 
There are no recommendations to make within this area. 

Objective 3: Stores Management/Stock Control. 

To assess the adequacy of the stores stock control, including write-offs and access to stock records. 

Finding  
 
The stock control system used by fleet is integrated within the Tranman system. Please see recommendation 14 for Tranman access 
recommendations. Through discussion with fleet management it was established that a single stock check had been undertaken in June 2018 
within Fleet, although no evidence was provided to support this, and no other stock checks were completed prior to this within the last three 
years. A change in management and staff turn over were highlighted as being contributing factors.   
 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

5 (H) A yearly stock take should be undertaken to 

ensure the accuracy of the stock files reflect 

the stocks held by Fleet as per Accounting 

Instruction No.4 i.e. The inventory must be 

checked once a year as per the procedure. 

 

No stock check system in place to 
reconcile items recorded as being in stock 
on the fleet management system in 
relation to actual items held in stores. 
 
Loss or theft of vehicle parts. 
 
Loss of fleet staff sense of accountability / 
responsibility in safeguarding assets of 
value from loss breakage or misuse.   
 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Head of Technical 
Services 

30th April 2019 
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No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

Non compliance with Accounting 
Instruction No.4 – Inventories. 

 

Finding 
 
No physical evidence of the stock check could be provided by fleet that confirmed the expected levels of stock at the time of the check 
compared to the actual levels of stock identified, the date the stock check was completed, or who completed the checks. 
 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

6 (H) Full print out of expected stock levels from 

Tranman should be compared to actual stock 

identified. Physical evidence of stock check 

should be retained with the date, name, and 

signature of individual who undertook the 

check as proof of stock check being 

undertaken as per Accounting Instruction 

No.4. 

 

Stock losses are not highlighted to 
management when located for further 
action or investigation. 
 
Unethical behaviour could allow for stock 
levels to be manipulated when a stock 
check is not compared to the most current 
stock report or highlight items that are 
missing from stores. 
 
Inability to monitor spoilage levels.  
 
Theft. 
 
Increased costs due to ineffective stock 
control.  

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Fleet Manager 
 

30th April 2019 
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Finding 
 
It was verbally established that the responsibility for undertaking the stock check was jointly owned by the workshop supervisors during the 
June 2018 check. It was noted that one of the workshop supervisors is also responsible for maintaining stock files on the fleet management 
system. 
 
 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

7 (M) Fleet management should ensure a 
separation of duty between staff undertaking 
the stock take and staff responsible for 
maintaining stock files, to ensure that no 
single individual is entirely responsible for 
stock records and control.  
 

Lack of separation of duties between 
responsibilities for maintaining fleet 
management system and physical stock 
check, impacting on the ability to 
determine accountability. 
 
Audit trails are compromised impacting on 
the ability to ascertain accountability. 
 
Loss or theft of vehicle parts. 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Head of Technical 
Services 
 

30th April 2019 
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Objective 4: General workshop procedures. 

To establish the workshop procedures, including reviewing the job card process, warranty procedures, 

insurance, servicing arrangements, vehicle tax and MOT arrangements to ensure operations are in line with 

relevant policy and legislation. 

Finding  
 
Fire appliance VO03 KNK had been reassigned to Gloucestershire Airport without a formal decision making process being undertaken and 
documented for a reassignment outside of “normal” operational assignments to county fire stations. This informal arrangement caused 
uncertainties in regard to responsibilities for maintenance, insurance and taxing the appliance. What can be confirmed is that the V5 
(registration document) was held by GFRS and as such remained the liable party for this appliance. The appliance, while in use at 
Gloucestershire Airport, was removed from GCC insurance, tax was not renewed, and the maintenance schedule not up kept due to Fleet 
being unaware of the nature of the agreement. The repercussions of this, should an accident have occurred, mechanical failure causing death 
or injury while not correctly maintained by GFRS, or being used on a public highway untaxed could have caused substantial damage to 
GFRS/GCC reputation, financial penalties being incurred, and the potential for prosecutions. 
 
 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

8 (H) Vehicle reassignments outside of the “normal” 
arrangements around the county fire stations 
that are required for operational effectiveness 
should be formally documented (including the 
rationale), approved by the relevant officer 
and retained by GFRS. 
 
GFRS must ensure that if vehicles are to be 
reassigned outside of the service that risk 
assessments are carried out to ensure that all 
GFRS / GCC liabilities and risks are protected 
/ managed.  

Vehicles not correctly maintained due to 
poor/incomplete communication around 
the decision making rationale.  
 
Danger to life.  
 
Vehicles not maintained in line with DVSA 
regulations. 
 
Not Insured impacting on vicarious 
liability. 
 
 
 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

ACFO 30th April 2019 
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No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

Regulatory or legal action against 
GFRS/GCC if vehicles were on the road 
while in a non roadworthy condition 
causing a personal injury. 
 
Health and Safety Implications. 
 
Reputational damage. 
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Finding 
 
VO03 KNK was used as a reserve vehicle between March and October 2016 attending 16 incidents in that time. Fleet management were 
unable to provide IA with any evidence to support that safety inspections were completed during this time 
 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

9 (M) All GFRS reserve vehicles that are not SORN 
should be maintained and insured in line with 
regulation to ensure they are road legal 
should they be required for redeployment. 
 
Consideration should be given to continuing 
to maintain vehicles awaiting sale or 
scrappage.  
 
Should a decision be made not to maintain 
vehicles in line with regulation, these vehicles 
should not be used by the service.  
 

Vehicles, not maintained to the DVSA 
standards, are used by GFRS impacting 
on non compliance with regulation. 
 
Financial fines, penalty points on driver’s 
licence, prohibition notice on vehicle and 
revoking of Operator licence could occur. 
 
Reserve vehicles could be used when in 
a non-roadworthy condition.  
 
GFRS unable to respond to emergencies 
as vehicles unavailable due to lack of 
maintenance or prohibition notice served. 
 
Accidents resulting from the use of non-
roadworthy vehicles.  
 
Reputational Damage. 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Fleet Manager 
 

30th April 2019 
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Finding 
 
A review of the historical safety inspections of 18 GFRS appliances identified a high level of non compliance with DVSA regulations. The 
workshop supervisor confirmed that current processes within fleet did not include recording, on Tranman, when vehicles are off the road for 
extended periods of time.  
 
 
 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

10 
(H) 

Fleet should comply with DVSA regulations 
regarding safety inspections that state; “If a 
vehicle has been off the road for a period longer 
than the planned maintenance inspections, it 
should be given a full safety inspection prior to 
being brought back into use. A note must be 
placed on the vehicle maintenance file to show 
the vehicle has been off the road.” 

Non compliance with DVSA regulations 
leading to regulatory action. Including 
financial penalties against GFRS, 
prohibition of vehicles, and revoking of 
Operator licence by traffic 
commissioner. 
 
Full vehicle history is not maintained 
should the DVSA inspect the records 
held by fleet. 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Fleet Manager 
 

30th April 2019 
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Finding 

Maintenance scheduler had not been updated with vehicles newly acquired by GFRS or with the vehicle returned to GFRS from 
Gloucestershire Airport. This could lead to maintenance and safety inspections being missed.  
 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

11 
(H) 

Adding and removing vehicles from the 
maintenance scheduler should be integrated 
as part of vehicle acquisitions and disposals 
process. This is to ensure the maintenance 
scheduler is kept up to date and safeguarding 
against the potential to miss vehicle safety 
inspections, insurance, MOT’s and servicing.  
 

Reoccurrence of substantial non 
compliance with DVSA safety inspection 
regulations. 
 
Fixed penalty notices incurred by GFRS 
for vehicles not roadworthy. 
 
Drivers of non compliant vehicles liable 
for driving licence penalty points. 
 
Prohibition of vehicles that do not have 
valid safety inspections.  
 
Revoke or suspend operator licence.  
 
Vehicles in non roadworthy condition on 
public highways. 
 
No accountability of assets. 
 
Vehicles not maintained correctly unable 
to carry out civic duty and respond to 
emergencies.  
 
Risk to life from vehicles not maintained 
appropriately.  
 
Reputational Damage. 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Head of Technical 
Services 

April 30th 2019 
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Finding 

No tracker is kept to identify vehicles currently covered by warranty that would cover vehicle repairs in place of cost to GFRS or highlight that 
repairs should not be carried out by GFRS mechanics that could potentially void the existing warranty. 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

12 
(M) 

GFRS should ensure that applicable 
warranties are more formally recorded and 
monitored via Tranman to prevent 
unnecessary costs being incurred by GFRS.       
 

Unnecessary costs incurred by GFRS in 
repairing vehicles under warranty. 
 
Vehicle warranties could be invalidated if 
the workshop was to undertake the 
repairs.  

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Fleet Manager 31st July 2019 

 

Objective 5: To review the effectiveness of the use of the fleet management system (Tranman) for the purposes of 

jobs scheduling and job sheet process.  

Finding  
 

Workshop management use of the Tranman system is limited to stock management, job sheet recording, checking vehicle history and 
maintaining a record of vehicle tax expiry dates. An excel spreadsheet has been developed (outside of Tranman) to record and monitor the 
vehicle maintenance schedules and no monitoring / reporting functions are used by fleet management to monitor service / staff performance. It 
was also identified that the use of the system was self taught and limited training had been provided to staff using the system. 
 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

13 
(M) 
 

 

 

Fleet Workshop management should consider 
providing formal training on Tranman for those 
staff that use the system to enable it to be 
utilised more efficiently and effectively. 
 
 
 
 

Ineffective use of fleet management 
system for service / staff performance 
management reporting. 
 
 
 
 
 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Head of Technical 
Services 

July 31st 2019 
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No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

Configure Tranman to enable the vehicle 
maintenance scheduling to be an integral part 
of the Tranman system.  
 
To develop a suite of key performance 
indicators and monitoring reports to enable 
more effective monitoring of service / staff 
performance.  

Spreadsheet risks include loss and 
continuity of data, spreadsheet 
configuration errors, lack of accessibility / 
change controls, vulnerable to human 
error.  
 
Ineffective use of staff time when having 
difficulty navigating or using Tranman 
system. 
 
Inability to identify poor performance. 

 

Finding 
 
Internal Audit identified that access logins to the fleet management system were held by six individuals within fleet staff. Four of these logins 
were held by senior staff including fleet management however the two remaining logins were held by fleet mechanics. GFRS ICT confirmed 
there are two levels of access to the Tranman system, User and System. System access allows for changes to be made to stock files, open 
and close job sheets and amend vehicle information. User access is a more restricted access that limits users to just being able to search and 
view information kept on the Tranman system. All six logins were of system access level. 
 

No. Recommendation Risks Agreed Action 

14 
(M) 

To maintain separations of duty and reduce 
any potential impropriety, fleet management 
should ensure that Tranman access is 
restricted to management, to protect the 
integrity of the stock files, job sheets and 
vehicle information within the system.  
 

Poor ICT access controls to the fleet 
management system allowing workshop 
staff managerial access to the system 
and ability to amend information.  
 
Loss of audit trails impacting on the ability 
to ascertain accountability. 
 
Potential impropriety. 

An action plan will be put in place to address 
the findings and ensure that GFRS Fleet 
Management has full understanding and 
oversight of compliance with the required 
policy, procedure and regulations. 

Person Responsible Due Date 

Finance liaison and 
compliance officer 
 

31st July 2019 

 


